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Abstract
Guarded recursion is an approach to solving recursive type equations where the type variable appears guarded by a modality to be thought of as a delay for one time step. Atkey and McBride proposed a calculus in which guarded recursion can be used when programming with coinductive data, allowing productivity to be captured in types. The calculus uses clocks representing time streams and clock quantifiers which allow limited and controlled elimination of modalities. The calculus has since been extended to dependent types by Møgelberg. Both works give denotational semantics but no rewrite semantics.
In previous versions of this calculus, different clocks represented separate time streams and clock synchronisation was prohibited. In this paper we show that allowing clock synchronisation is safe by constructing a new model of guarded recursion and clocks. This result will greatly simplify the type theory by removing freshness restrictions from typing rules, and is a necessary step towards defining rewrite semantics, and ultimately implementing the calculus.
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1 Introduction

Guarded recursion [17] is an approach to solving recursive type equations where the type variable appears guarded by a ▼ (pronounced “later”) modal type operator. In particular the type variable could appear positively or negatively or both, e.g. the equation \( \sigma = 1 + ▼(\sigma \to \sigma) \) has a unique solution [6]. On the term level the guarded fixed point combinator \( \text{fix}_\tau : (\bigtriangledown \tau \to \tau) \to \tau \) satisfies the equation \( f(\text{next}(\text{fix}_\tau f)) = \text{fix}_\tau f \) for any \( f : \bigtriangledown \tau \to \tau \). Here \( \text{next} : \tau \to ▼\tau \) is an operation that “freezes” an element that we have available now so that it is only available in the next time step.

One situation where guarded recursive types are useful is when faced with an unsolvable type equation. These arise for example when modelling programming
languages with sophisticated features. In this case a solution to a guarded version of the equation often turns out to suffice, as shown in [6].

But guarded recursive versions of polymorphic type equations are also useful in type theory, even in settings where inductive and coinductive solutions to these equations are assumed to exist. To see this, consider the coinductive type of streams \( \text{Str} \), i.e., the final coalgebra for the functor \( S(X) = N \times X \). Proof assistants like Coq [14] and Agda [18] allow programmers to construct streams using recursive definitions, but to ensure consistency, these must be productive, i.e., one must be able to compute the first \( n \) elements of a stream in finite time. Coq and Agda inspect recursive definitions for productivity by a syntactic property that is often overly conservative and does not interact well with higher-order functions.

Using the type of guarded streams \( \text{Str}_g \), i.e., the unique type satisfying the equation \( \text{Str}_g = N \times \mathcal{G} \text{Str}_g \), one can encode productivity in types: a productive recursive stream definition is exactly a term of type \( \mathcal{G} \text{Str}_g \rightarrow \text{Str}_g \). To combine the benefits of coinductive and guarded recursive types, Atkey and McBride [3] suggested a simply typed calculus with clock variables \( \kappa \) representing time streams, each with associated \( \mathcal{G} \kappa \) type constructors, and universal quantification over clocks \( \forall \kappa \). If we think of the type \( \tau \) as being time-indexed along \( \kappa \), then the type \( \forall \kappa.\tau \) contains only elements which are available for all time steps. The relationship between the two notions of streams can then be captured by the encoding of the coinductive stream type as \( \text{Str} = \forall \kappa.\text{Str}_g \kappa \). This encoding works for a general class of coinductive types including those given by polynomial functors, and these results were since extended to the dependently typed setting by Møgelberg [16]. In both cases the encodings were proved sound with respect to a denotational model and no rewrite semantics was given. This paper is part of ongoing work to construct just that.

**Clock synchronisation**

In the calculus for guarded recursion with clocks, typing judgements are given in a context of clocks \( \Delta \), which is just a finite set of names for clocks, as well as a context of term variables \( \Gamma \). Clock variables \( \kappa \) are simply names, there are no constants or operations on them, and there is no type of clocks. The introduction and elimination rules for \( \forall \kappa \) as defined by Atkey and McBride [3] are

\[
\Delta, \kappa \mid \Gamma \vdash t : \tau \quad \Delta, \kappa' \mid \Gamma \vdash \forall \kappa.\tau \quad \kappa' \notin \forall \kappa.\tau
\]

\[
\Delta, \kappa' \mid \Gamma \vdash t' : \forall \kappa.\tau \quad \Delta, \kappa' \mid \Gamma \vdash t' : \forall \kappa.\tau
\]

These rules are very similar to those for polymorphic types in System F [8], except for the freshness side condition on the elimination rule ensuring that the clocks \( \kappa \) and \( \kappa' \) are not synchronised in \( \tau \). The side condition makes the rule syntactically not well-behaved. For instance it is not clear that the \( \beta \)-rule for clock application preserves types.

This becomes a more serious problem in dependent type theory. The rule Møgelberg [16] considers for clock instantiation is

\[
\kappa \notin \text{fc} (\Gamma) \quad \Delta, \kappa \mid \Gamma \vdash \tau \quad \Delta, \kappa' \mid \Gamma, \Gamma' \vdash t : \forall \kappa.\tau
\]

\[
\Delta, \kappa' \mid \Gamma, \Gamma' \vdash t[\kappa'] : \forall \kappa.\tau
\]

\[
\Delta, \kappa' \mid \Gamma, \Gamma' \vdash t[\kappa'] : \tau[\kappa' / \kappa]
\]
where the side condition requires that none of the types \( \tau \) depends on contain the clock \( \kappa \). The reason for the additional clock context \( \Gamma' \) is to ensure that the calculus is closed under weakening. However, closure under substitution was overlooked and the rules do not appear to be sufficient to derive the substitution property like

\[
\Delta \vdash \Gamma, x : \tau \vdash t : \sigma \quad \Delta \vdash \Gamma \vdash s : \tau \\
\Delta \vdash \Gamma \vdash t[s/x] : \sigma[s/x]
\]

which is necessary for a well-behaved dependent type theory.

The restriction on clock instantiation comes from the denotational models of guarded recursion. The original work on guarded recursion \([5,6]\) models a type as a presheaf over the ordered natural numbers, i.e., a diagram of the form

\[
\begin{array}{c}
X(1) \leftarrow X(2) \leftarrow X(3) \leftarrow \cdots \rightarrow X(3) \\
\downarrow \quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \quad \cdots \quad \downarrow \\
X(1, 2) \leftarrow X(2, 2) \leftarrow X(3, 2) \leftarrow \cdots \rightarrow X(2) \\
\downarrow \quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \quad \cdots \quad \downarrow \\
X(1, 1) \leftarrow X(2, 1) \leftarrow X(3, 1) \leftarrow \cdots \rightarrow X(1)
\end{array}
\]

For example, the guarded recursive type of streams satisfying \( \text{Str}_g = \mathbb{N} \times \triangleright \text{Str}_g \) is modelled by the presheaf with \( X(n) = \mathbb{N}^n \). In this model \( \triangleright \) shifts a type one step to the right inserting a singleton set in the end of the sequence.

This model was generalised by Mögelberg \([16]\) (Atkey and McBride \([3]\) use essentially the same idea) to multiple clocks by simply indexing by multiple copies of natural numbers. Thus, conceptually, a type with clocks \( \kappa_1 \) and \( \kappa_2 \) was modelled as a two dimensional diagram of sets (as in the left hand part of Figure 1). In this model there is no semantic correspondent to clock substitution. In particular, if \( \tau \) is a type with two free clocks \( \kappa_1 \) and \( \kappa_2 \), then the denotation of \( \tau[\kappa_1/\kappa_2] \) is a one dimensional diagram, but this is in general not the diagonal of the denotation of \( \tau \), as one might expect. Semantically, one reason is that taking the diagonal does not commute with the cartesian closed structure.

We propose a new model which supports clock substitution that preserves all the constructs of type theory in the correct way. The model verifies soundness (up to solving the coherence problem, see Section 4) of the rules (1) as understood in dependent type theory, but without the freshness side condition on the elimination rule. In the new model a type depending on two clocks \( \kappa_1 \) and \( \kappa_2 \) is modelled as a commutative diagrams of the form in Figure 1: the two dimensional grid on the left represents the type \( X \) when clocks \( \kappa_1 \) and \( \kappa_2 \) are not identified and the vertical diagram on the right represents the type \( X \) when clocks \( \kappa_1 \) and \( \kappa_2 \) become
synchronised. The arrows inside the two and one dimensional diagrams describe the evolution of elements when the clocks decrease and the arrows from the diagonal of the diagram on the left to the diagram on the right describe how the elements change when the clocks are synchronised. This also explains why there are no arrows from the vertical diagram on the right to the diagram on the left. Once the clocks are identified there is no way to disentangle them. To model the substitution $\kappa_1/\kappa_2$ we simply take the right vertical part of the diagram.

With more clocks the denotation of a type becomes more complex. For instance when we have three clocks the denotation will have a three dimensional diagram (representing the state when none of the clocks are identified), three two dimensional diagrams (representing the state when two of the clocks are identified) and a one dimensional diagram, representing the state when all of the clocks are identified. Arrows between the different diagrams are given according to the following schema

$$
\begin{align*}
\kappa_1 = \kappa_2, \kappa_3 \\
\kappa_1 = \kappa_3, \kappa_2 \\
\kappa_1, \kappa_2 = \kappa_3 \\
\kappa_1 = \kappa_2 = \kappa_3
\end{align*}
$$

where, for example, $\kappa_1 = \kappa_2, \kappa_3$ represents the diagram where clocks $\kappa_1$ and $\kappa_2$ are identified, and $\kappa_3$ is independent of the two.

**Related work**

The calculus considered in this paper can be understood as a modal variant of sized types [1,2]. The modal aspect of $\forall \kappa$ is investigated by Clouston et. al. [7] which replaces clocks and quantification $\forall \kappa$ by a single comonadic modality $\boxdot$. This corresponds to having exactly one clock always available. And indeed the calculus is modelled in the topos of trees. The paper provides operational semantics for the calculus and a logic, which is essentially the internal language of the topos of trees with some additional constructs and rules, for reasoning about equality of programs.

2 Rules of the type theory

Due to space restrictions we only give a brief overview of some of the type and term constructs which are not part of basic dependent type theory. For details on how to use the terms we refer to Møgelberg [16] and Atkey and McBride [3].

The new types in addition to standard constructs of dependent type theory are

$$
\begin{align*}
\Delta | \Gamma \vdash \tau \\
\Delta | \Gamma, \kappa \vdash \kappa \tau \\
\Delta, \kappa \vdash \forall \kappa. \tau \\
\Delta \subseteq \Delta' \\
\Delta | \Gamma \vdash U_{\Delta'}
\end{align*}
$$

The first two rules introduce $\kappa \tau$ and $\forall \kappa. \tau$ type formers. The third rule gives universes. The reason we need universes $U_{\Delta'}$ for each $\Delta' \subseteq \Delta$ is to ensure that they are preserved by clock substitution, in particular by weakening. Clock substitution from clock context $\Delta_1$ to clock context $\Delta_2$ is given by a function $f : \Delta_1 \rightarrow \Delta_2$, e.g. a substitution $\kappa_1/\kappa_2$ from clock context $\kappa_1, \kappa_2$ to clock context $\kappa_1$ is given by the
unique function. We point out in particular how clock substitution on universes is defined, on other constructs it is standard. If \( f : \Delta_1 \to \Delta_2 \) is a clock substitution and \( \Delta' \subseteq \Delta_1 \) then we define \( f(\mathcal{U}_{\Delta'}) = \mathcal{U}_{f[\Delta]} \), where \( f[\Delta] \) denotes the image of the set \( \Delta' \) by \( f \). For example \( (\mathcal{U}_{k_1}, k_2) [k_1/k_2] = \mathcal{U}_{k_3} \). Note that this would not make sense if we only had one universe \( \mathcal{U}_{\Delta} \) in each clock context \( \Delta \), since \( f \) might not be surjective. See Section 3.5 and also Møgelberg [16] for semantic reasons why these additional universes are needed.

The main terms introducing and eliminating the new constructs are

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta | \Gamma | t : \tau &\quad \kappa \in \Delta
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta | \Gamma \vdash \text{next}^\kappa t : \text{next}^\kappa \tau &\quad \Delta | \Gamma \vdash \text{fix}^\kappa x.t : \tau
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta | \Gamma | t : \tau &\quad \Delta | \Gamma \vdash : \forall \kappa.\tau
\end{align*}
\]

The constructs \text{next}^\kappa and \text{fix}^\kappa are part of the applicative functor [15] structure of \( \text{next}^\kappa \). The second line contains introduction and elimination forms for the \( \forall \kappa \) type. The term \text{fix}^\kappa x.t is the unique fixed point of \( t \).

In addition to standard rules these constructs satisfy type isomorphisms

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall \kappa.\tau &\cong \forall \kappa.\tau & \quad \text{if } \kappa \notin \tau
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\sum_{x: \tau} \forall \kappa.\sigma &\cong \forall \kappa.\sum_{x: \tau} \sigma & \quad \text{if } \kappa \notin \tau
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall \kappa.\tau + \forall \kappa.\sigma &\cong \forall \kappa.\tau + \sigma & \quad \text{if } \kappa \notin \tau
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{next}^\kappa \forall \kappa.\tau &\cong \forall \kappa.\text{next}^\kappa \tau & \quad \text{for } \kappa \neq \kappa'
\end{align*}
\]

which are needed for encoding coinductive types using guarded recursive types. The directions from left to right are definable in the calculus with only the standard introduction and elimination forms, but the inverses need to be added as additional terms, together with definitional equalities stating that they are inverses. Møgelberg [16] explains in detail how this is done.

3 The new model

We fix a countable set of clocks \( \text{CV} = \{\kappa_1, \kappa_2, \ldots \} \). The model we construct can be briefly described as follows. We build an indexed category \( \mathfrak{GR} \), indexed by the opposite of the full subcategory of \( \text{Set} \) on finite subsets of \( \text{CV} \). For each finite set of clocks \( \Delta \), the category \( \mathfrak{GR}(\Delta) \) is a model of extensional dependent type theory: term variable contexts \( \Delta \vdash \Gamma \), types \( \Delta | \Gamma \vdash A \) and terms \( \Delta | \Gamma \vdash t : A \) are interpreted in \( \mathfrak{GR}(\Delta) \). For any \( f : \Delta_1 \to \Delta_2 \) the reindexing functor \( \mathfrak{GR}(f) : \mathfrak{GR}(\Delta_1) \to \mathfrak{GR}(\Delta_2) \), which is used to model clock substitution, preserves all the structure required for modeling dependent type theory. Finally, for any inclusion \( \iota : \Delta \to \Delta, \kappa \) the reindexing functor \( \mathfrak{GR}(\iota) : \mathfrak{GR}(\Delta) \to \mathfrak{GR}(\Delta, \kappa) \) has a right adjoint \( \forall \kappa \) which is used to interpret quantification over clocks. Due to space restrictions we cannot describe the model in whole, but we only provide definitions
of constructs used to interpret $\triangleright^\kappa$, $\forall \kappa$ and the universes and proof sketches of important points.

### 3.1 The indexed category $\mathfrak{GR}$

The category $\mathfrak{GR}(\Delta)$ is the category of presheaves over the poset $\mathcal{I}(\Delta)$ which we describe first. To understand the definition of the poset $\mathcal{I}(\Delta)$ it is useful to keep in mind the example in Figure 1. Let $\Delta$ be a finite set of clocks. An element $\mathcal{I}(\Delta)$ should indicate what is the state of clocks, i.e., which clock are identified, and it should indicate how much time is left on each clock. Hence elements of $\mathcal{I}(\Delta)$ should be pairs $(E, \delta)$ of an equivalence relation $E$ on $\Delta$ and a function $\delta : \Delta \to \mathbb{N}$. Since identified clocks should have the same amount of time remaining, the function $\delta$ should preserve $E$. The order on $\mathcal{I}(\Delta)$ should allow us to get from state represented by $(E, \delta)$ to $(E', \delta')$ whenever $E'$ identifies more clocks than $E$ and there is no more time left on $\delta'$ than on $\delta$. This makes sense because we want to be able to substitute clocks, and substitution, in general, identifies clocks. On the other hand once the clocks are identified we can no longer separate them, hence we should not be able to get from a state where more clocks are identified to a state where fewer of them are. With this in mind, here are the precise definitions.

**Definition 3.1** For $\Delta \subseteq^{\text{fin}} \text{CV}$ let $\mathcal{E}(\Delta)$ be the set of equivalence relations on $\Delta$ (considered as subsets of $\Delta \times \Delta$).

The order relation on $\mathcal{E}(\Delta)$ is the opposite of the refinement order, concretely $E \geq E' \iff E \subseteq E'$ (note the reverse inclusion). Or in other words, $E' \leq E$ if whenever two elements are related by $E$, they are also related by $E'$.

The top element for this ordering is the diagonal relation $\delta_\Delta$. The bottom element is the relation that equates everything.

For a function $f : \Delta_1 \to \Delta_2$ let $\mathcal{E}(f) : \mathcal{E}(\Delta_2) \to \mathcal{E}(\Delta_1)$ be the function defined by pullback as $\mathcal{E}(f)(E) = \{(\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \mid (f(\kappa_1), f(\kappa_2)) \in E\}$, i.e., clocks $\kappa_1$ and $\kappa_2$ are related by $\mathcal{E}(f)(E)$ if they become equated in $E$ after substitution with $f$.

**Definition 3.2** Let $\Delta$ be a finite set of clocks. The poset $\mathcal{I}(\Delta)$ has elements pairs $(E, \delta)$ where $E \in \mathcal{E}(\Delta)$ is an equivalence relation and $\delta : \Delta \to \mathbb{N}$ is a function that respects $E$. This means that if $(\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in E$ then $\delta(\kappa_1) = \delta(\kappa_2)$.

The order on $\mathcal{I}(\Delta)$ is component-wise: $(E, \delta) \geq (E', \delta') \iff E \geq E' \land \delta \geq \delta'$. where the ordering on functions is pointwise.

For a function $f : \Delta_1 \to \Delta_2$ the function $\mathcal{I}(f) : \mathcal{I}(\Delta_2) \to \mathcal{I}(\Delta_1)$ is defined as $\mathcal{I}(f)(E, \delta) = (\mathcal{E}(f)(E), \delta \circ f)$.

**Definition 3.3** Let $\Delta$ be a finite set of clocks. The category $\mathfrak{GR}(\Delta)$ is the category $\text{Set}^{\mathfrak{I}(\Delta)^{\text{op}}}$ of (contravariant) $\mathfrak{I}(\Delta)$-indexed set valued presheaves. For a function $f : \Delta_1 \to \Delta_2$ let $\mathfrak{GR}(f) : \mathfrak{GR}(\Delta_1) \to \mathfrak{GR}(\Delta_2)$ be the functor defined by precomposition with $\mathcal{I}(f)$. Concretely

$$\mathfrak{GR}(f)(X) = X \circ \mathcal{I}(f) \quad \text{and} \quad \mathfrak{GR}(f)(\alpha)_{(E, \delta)} = \alpha_{\mathcal{I}(f)(E, \delta)}$$

where $X$ is an object of $\mathfrak{GR}(\Delta_1)$, $\alpha$ is a natural transformation in $\mathfrak{GR}(\Delta_1)$ and $(E, \delta) \in \mathcal{I}(\Delta_2)$. We will also use $f^*$ for the functor $\mathfrak{GR}(f)$. 6
For use in Section 3.5 below we record a property of surjective substitutions.

**Lemma 3.4** Let \( f : \Delta_1 \to \Delta_2 \) be a function between clock contexts. If \( f \) is surjective then \( \mathcal{E}(f) \) and \( \mathcal{I}(f) \) are injective.

### 3.2 Basic properties of \( \mathcal{G} \mathcal{R} \)

For each finite set of clocks the category \( \mathcal{G} \mathcal{R}(\Delta) \) is a presheaf topos, hence it is a model of extensional dependent type theory. As mentioned above we aim to use the functors \( \mathcal{G} \mathcal{R}(f) \) to interpret clock substitution and this means that these functors must preserve constructs used to interpret dependent type theory.

The first property we show is that all the functors \( \mathcal{G} \mathcal{R}(f) \) are locally cartesian closed functors. This property is not so straightforward to show and requires some preparations. First, because the functors \( \mathcal{G} \mathcal{R}(f) \) are given by precomposition, they have left and right adjoints \([13, \text{Theorem VII.2.2}]\). Hence they preserve all limits and colimits and in fact they preserve the natural choice of these on the nose, a property that simplifies some proofs. To show that they also preserve exponentials and local exponentials we require some preparation.

**Definition 3.5** Let \( P \) and \( Q \) be two posets. An order-preserving function \( \phi : P \to Q \) is a fibration if for every \( p \in P \) and \( q \in Q \) such that \( q \leq \phi(p) \) the set

\[
B_{p,q} = \{ p' \leq p \mid \phi(p') = q \}
\]

has a top element \( u(p,q) \) and moreover whenever \( q_1 \leq q_2 \), also \( u(p,q_1) \leq u(p,q_2) \).

This definition is equivalent to a standard definition of a fibration \([10]\), but we found it useful to have names for the top element \( u(p,q) \).

One of the reasons fibrations are useful is the following property.

**Proposition 3.6** Let \( P \) and \( Q \) be two posets and \( \phi : P \to Q \) a fibration. The functor \( \phi^* : \text{Set}^{Q^{op}} \to \text{Set}^{P^{op}} \) given by precomposition with \( \phi \), i.e. \( \phi^*(X) = X \circ \phi \), is a locally cartesian closed functor.

**Proof sketch** It is possible to show this directly, but \( \phi \) being a fibration implies the assumption of Lemma C.3.3.8.(ii) of Johnstone \([11]\) which shows in particular that the functor \( \phi^* \) is locally cartesian closed by Proposition C.3.3.1 of loc. cit. □

Next, we show the crucial property in detail.

**Lemma 3.7** Let \( \Delta_1, \Delta_2 \) be two finite sets of clocks and \( f : \Delta_1 \to \Delta_2 \) a function. Then \( \mathcal{E}(f) : \mathcal{E}(\Delta_2) \to \mathcal{E}(\Delta_1) \) and \( \mathcal{I}(f) : \mathcal{I}(\Delta_2) \to \mathcal{I}(\Delta_1) \) are both fibrations.

**Proof**

\( \mathcal{E}(f) \) is a fibration

Let \( E \in \mathcal{E}(\Delta_2) \) and \( \mathcal{E}(\Delta_1) \ni F \leq \mathcal{E}(f)(E) \). Define \( u(E,F) \in \mathcal{E}(\Delta_2) \) as the transitive closure of the relation

\[
E_b = \{ (\kappa, \kappa') \mid (\kappa, \kappa') \in E \lor (\exists (\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in F, f(\kappa_1) = \kappa \land f(\kappa_2) = \kappa') \}
\]

The relation \( E_b \) is reflexive because \( E \) is and it is symmetric because \( E \) and \( F \) are symmetric. The transitive closure of a reflexive and symmetric relation is
again reflexive and symmetric and by definition also transitive. Hence \( u(E,F) \) is an equivalence relation. The first part of the disjunction in the definition of \( E_b \) ensures \( u(E,F) \leq E \).

Next we check that \( \mathcal{E}(f)(u(E,F)) = F \) by showing two inclusions.

- **First the easy direction.** Take \((\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in F\). We need to show that \((f(\kappa_1), f(\kappa_2)) \in u(E,F)\). This is simple because \((f(\kappa_1), f(\kappa_2)) \in E_b\) since it satisfies the second part of the defining condition by choosing witnesses \(\kappa_1\) and \(\kappa_2\).

- **The converse inclusion is more involved.** First we show that if \((\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in \mathcal{E}(f)(E_b)\), meaning \((f(\kappa_1), f(\kappa_2)) \in E_b\), then \((\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in F\). So let \((f(\kappa_1), f(\kappa_2)) \in E_b\). Then
  - either \((f(\kappa_1), f(\kappa_2)) \in E\) in which case \((\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in \mathcal{E}(f)(E)\) and so \((\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in F\) because \(F \leq \mathcal{E}(f)(E)\)
  - or there are \((\kappa'_1, \kappa'_2) \in F\) such that \(f(\kappa'_1) = f(\kappa_1)\) and \(f(\kappa'_2) = f(\kappa_2)\). Because \(E\) is reflexive and \(F \leq \mathcal{E}(f)(E)\) we have \((\kappa'_2, \kappa_2) \in F\) and \((\kappa_1, \kappa'_1) \in F\). Using transitivity of \(F\) we get \((\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in F\).

To conclude we show that \(\mathcal{E}(f)(E_b) \supseteq \mathcal{E}(f)(E_b \circ E_b)\) where \(E_b \circ E_b\) is composition of relations. Because \(E_b\) is reflexive and \(\mathcal{E}(f)\) monotone this implies \(\mathcal{E}(f)(E_b) = \mathcal{E}(f)(E_b \circ E_b)\). Finally because \(\mathcal{E}(f)\) commutes with unions, which is easy to check directly from the definition of \(\mathcal{E}(f)\), this result implies \(\mathcal{E}(f)(u(E,F)) = \mathcal{E}(f)(E_b) \subseteq F\). The last inclusion is shown as we have shown above.

So take \((\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in \mathcal{E}(f)(E_b \circ E_b)\). By definition \((f(\kappa_1), f(\kappa_2)) \in E_b \circ E_b\) so there is a \(z\) such that \((f(\kappa_1), z) \in E_b\) and \((z, f(\kappa_2)) \in E_b\).

- If \((f(\kappa_1), z) \in E\) and \((z, f(\kappa_2)) \in E\) then by transitivity of \(E\) also \((f(\kappa_1), f(\kappa_2)) \in E\) and so \((\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in \mathcal{E}(f)(E)\).

- Otherwise \(z = f(\kappa)\) for some \(\kappa\) such that \((\kappa_1, \kappa) \in F\) or \((\kappa, \kappa_2) \in F\). The cases are symmetric because \(E_b\) is so we only consider the case when \(\kappa_1, \kappa) \in F\). Observe that in such a case we also have \((\kappa, \kappa_2) \in F\). Indeed, if \((z, f(\kappa_2)) \in E_b\) then either \((z, f(\kappa_2)) \in E\) in which case we have \((\kappa, \kappa_2) \in F\) from the assumption \(F \leq \mathcal{E}(f)(E)\), or there is a pair \((\kappa', \kappa'_2) \in F\) such that \(f(\kappa') = z = f(\kappa)\) and \(f(\kappa'_2) = f(\kappa_2)\). Because \(E\) is reflexive and \(F \leq \mathcal{E}(f)(E)\) we have \((\kappa', \kappa) \in F\) and \((\kappa'_2, \kappa_2) \in F\). Thus by transitivity and symmetry of \(F\) we have \((\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in F\). This further gives \((\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in F\) which shows \((f(\kappa_1), f(\kappa_2)) \in E_b\), concluding the proof.

To see that \(u(E,F)\) is the largest \(E' \leq E\) such that \(\mathcal{E}(f)(E') = F\) take some \(E'\) satisfying this condition and observe that it suffices to show \(E_b \subseteq E'\) because \(E'\) is transitive. So take \((\kappa, \kappa') \in E_b\). If \((\kappa, \kappa') \in E\) then \((\kappa, \kappa') \in E'\) by using \(E' \leq E\).

On the other hand if there are \((\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in F\) such that \(f(\kappa_1) = \kappa\) and \(f(\kappa_2) = \kappa'\) then by definition we have \((\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in F = \mathcal{E}(f)(E')\). Hence \((f(\kappa_1), f(\kappa_2)) \in E'\) and thus \((\kappa, \kappa') \in E'\).

The last property to check is that if \(F_1 \leq F_2 \leq \mathcal{E}(f)(E)\) then \(u(E,F_1) \leq u(E,F_2)\). This is immediate from the explicit definition of the relations \(E_b\).

**\(\mathcal{I}(f)\) is a fibration** To see that \(\mathcal{I}(f)\) is a fibration let \((E, \delta) \in \mathcal{I}(\Delta_2)\) and \(\mathcal{I}(\Delta_1) \ni
Let \( (F, \gamma) \leq \mathcal{I}(f)(E, \delta) \). Define \( \delta' : \Delta_2 \to \mathbb{N} \) as

\[
\delta'(\kappa) = \begin{cases} 
\gamma(\kappa_1) & \text{if } \exists \kappa_1 \in \Delta_1, (\kappa, f(\kappa_1)) \in E \\
\delta(\kappa) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Then define \( u((E, \delta), (F, \gamma)) = (u(E, F), \delta') \) where \( u(E, F) \) is the element given by the first part of the proof.

First we check that in the first case it does not matter which \( \kappa_1 \) we choose, i.e., that \( \delta' \) is well-defined. Suppose \((\kappa, f(\kappa_1)) \in E \) and \((\kappa, f(\kappa_2)) \in E \). Then \((f(\kappa_1), f(\kappa_2)) \in E \) and so \((\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in \mathcal{E}(f)(E) \subseteq F \). Hence \( \gamma(\kappa_1) = \gamma(\kappa_2) \) because \( \gamma \) respects \( F \).

Now to show that \( (u(E, F), \delta') \) is an element of \( \mathcal{I}(\Delta_2) \) we need to show that \( \delta' \) respects \( u(E, F) \). Because equality is transitive it suffices to check that if \((\kappa, \kappa') \in E_0 \) then \( \delta'(\kappa) = \delta'(\kappa') \). So take such \( \kappa, \kappa' \). We consider two cases:

- there exist \((\kappa_1, \kappa_2) \in F \) such that \( f(\kappa_1) = \kappa \) and \( f(\kappa_2) = \kappa' \). Then because \( E \) is reflexive the first case of the definition of \( \delta' \) applies and since \( \gamma(\kappa_1) = \gamma(\kappa_2) \), because \( \gamma \) respects \( F \), we also have \( \delta'(\kappa) = \delta'(\kappa') \).
- the second case is when \((\kappa, \kappa') \in E \). We split into two further cases.
  - If there is a \( \kappa_1 \in \Delta_1 \) such that \((\kappa, f(\kappa_1)) \in E \) then we also have \((\kappa', f(\kappa_1)) \in E \) because of symmetry and transitivity of \( E \) and so \( \delta'(\kappa) = \gamma(\kappa_1) = \delta'(\kappa) \).
  - Otherwise the other case applies and we use the fact that \( \delta \) preserves \( E \).

Thus we have shown that \( \delta' \) well-defined. Now observe that because \( E \) is reflexive we have \( \delta'(f(\kappa)) = \gamma(\kappa) \) hence we have \( \mathcal{I}(f)(u(E, F), \delta') = (F, \gamma) \).

To see that \( \delta' \leq \delta \) let \( \kappa \in \Delta_2 \) and we consider two cases:

- if \((\kappa, f(\kappa_1)) \in E \) for some \( \kappa_1 \in \Delta_1 \). Then because \( \gamma \leq \delta \circ f \) and \( \delta \) preserves \( E \) we have \( \delta(\kappa) = \delta(f(\kappa_1)) \geq \gamma(\kappa_1) = \delta'(\kappa) \).
- otherwise \( \delta(\kappa) = \delta'(\kappa) \).

In both cases we have \( \delta(\kappa) \geq \delta'(\kappa) \) so we conclude \( \delta \geq \delta' \).

Suppose now that \((E'', \delta'') \) is such that \( \mathcal{I}(f)(E'', \delta'') = (F, \gamma) \) and \((E'', \delta'') \leq (E, \delta) \). Then we know from the first part of the this proof that \( E'' \leq u(E, F) \). To see \( \delta' \geq \delta'' \) take \( \kappa \in \Delta_2 \) and we consider two cases.

- If \((\kappa, f(\kappa_1)) \in E \) for some \( \kappa_1 \in \Delta_1 \). Then \( \delta''(\kappa) = \gamma(\kappa_1) \). On the other hand \( \delta''(\kappa) = \delta''(f(\kappa_1)) = \gamma(\kappa_1) \) which follows from the fact that \( \delta'' \circ f = \gamma \).
- Otherwise \( \delta'(\kappa) = \delta(\kappa) \) and since \( \delta'' \leq \delta \) we have \( \delta''(\kappa) \leq \delta(\kappa) \).

In both cases we have \( \delta''(\kappa) \leq \delta'(\kappa) \) so we conclude \( \delta'' \leq \delta' \) which is what we need.

The fact that the assignment \( u((E, \delta), (F, \gamma)) \) is order preserving in the second argument follows directly from the definition of \( \delta' \).

The last two results combined prove the following.

**Theorem 3.8** Let \( f : \Delta_1 \to \Delta_2 \) be a function between clock contexts. The functor \( \mathfrak{SR}(f) \) is a locally cartesian closed functor.

**Remark 3.9** As we mentioned already the functors \( \mathfrak{SR}(f) \) do preserve the natural choice of limits and colimits on the nose. However there does not appear to be a natural choice of exponentials or dependent products such that \( \mathfrak{SR}(f) \) would
preserve them on the nose. As a consequence we have some technical problems with coherence, which we comment on in Section 4 below.

3.3 The $\triangleright^\kappa$ functors

Let $\Delta$ be a clock context and $\kappa \in \Delta$. We now define the functor $\triangleright^\kappa$ on $\mathfrak{GR}(\Delta)$ and the natural transformation $\text{next}^\kappa : \text{id}_{\mathfrak{GR}(\Delta)} \to \triangleright^\kappa$ such that the triple $(\mathfrak{GR}(\Delta), \triangleright^\kappa, \text{next}^\kappa)$ is a model of guarded recursive terms [6, Definition 6.1].

Example 3.10 To understand the definition recall the diagram $X$ with two clocks in Figure 1. We wish clock substitution to preserve $\triangleright^\kappa$ in the sense that $(\triangleright^\kappa_1 \triangleright^\kappa_2 X) [\kappa_1/\kappa_2]$ is the same as $\triangleright^\kappa_1 (X[\kappa_1/\kappa_2])$ and so the diagram $\triangleright^\kappa_1 \triangleright^\kappa_2 X$ should be

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
1 & & 1 & & \cdots & & 1 \\
\downarrow & & \downarrow & & \downarrow & & \downarrow \\
1 & \leftarrow & X(1, 2) & \leftarrow & X(2, 2) & \leftarrow & \cdots & \rightarrow & X(1) \\
\downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow \\
1 & \leftarrow & X(1, 1) & \leftarrow & X(2, 1) & \leftarrow & \cdots & \rightarrow & 1 \\
\downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow \\
1 & \leftarrow & 1 & \leftarrow & 1 & \leftarrow & \cdots & \rightarrow & 1
\end{array}
\]

In particular notice that the one dimensional diagram on the left is delayed twice, because it represents the state when $\kappa_1$ and $\kappa_2$ are identified.

To define $\triangleright^\kappa$ in general we start with an auxiliary definition.

Definition 3.11 Let $\kappa \in \Delta \subseteq \text{fin} CV$, $E \in \mathfrak{E}(\Delta)$ and $\delta : \Delta \to \mathbb{N}$. The function $\delta^{-\kappa} : \Delta \to \mathbb{N}$ is defined as

$$
\delta^{-\kappa}(\kappa') = \begin{cases} 
\max\{1, \delta(\kappa) - 1\} & \text{if } (\kappa, \kappa') \in E \\
\delta(\kappa') & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$

The thing to notice in this definition is that all the clocks equivalent to $\kappa$ have their remaining time decreased by 1. This is crucial for clock substitution to commute with $\triangleright^\kappa$ in the appropriate way, as illustrated in Example 3.10 above. Decreasing the value of all the clocks related to $\kappa$ also ensures that if $\delta$ preserves $E$ then so does $\delta^{-\kappa}$. This implies $(E, \delta^{-\kappa}) \in \mathcal{I}(\Delta)$. Observe that $(E, \delta^{-\kappa}) \leq (E, \delta)$ and this assignment is also order preserving. Moreover, this assignment commutes with reindexing $\mathcal{I}$ as stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.12 Let $f : \Delta_1 \to \Delta_2$ be a function and $(E, \delta) \in \mathcal{I}(\Delta_2)$. For any $\kappa \in \Delta_1$ the pairs $(\mathfrak{E}(f)(E), \delta^{-f(\kappa)} \circ f)$ and $(\mathfrak{E}(f)(E), (\delta \circ f)^{-\kappa})$ are in $\mathcal{I}(\Delta_1)$ and moreover they are equal.

The definition of $\triangleright^\kappa : \mathfrak{GR}(\Delta) \to \mathfrak{GR}(\Delta)$ is now simple.
Definition 3.13 Let \( \kappa \in \Delta \subseteq \text{fin} \) CV and \( X \) an object of \( \mathfrak{G}\mathfrak{R}(\Delta) \). The action of the functor \( \blacktriangleright^\kappa \) on objects is

\[
\blacktriangleright^\kappa(X)(E, \delta) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \delta(\kappa) = 1 \\
X (E, \delta^{-\kappa}) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\blacktriangleright^\kappa(X)((E_1, \delta_1) \leq (E_2, \delta_2)) = \begin{cases} 
! & \text{if } \delta_1(\kappa) = 1 \\
X ((E_1, \delta_1^{-\kappa}) \leq (E_2, \delta_2^{-\kappa})) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( 1 \) is the singleton set \( \{\ast\} \) and \( ! \) is the unique arrow to \( 1 \). On morphisms

\[
\blacktriangleright^\kappa(\alpha)_{E, \delta} = \begin{cases} 
\text{id}_1 & \text{if } \delta(\kappa) = 1 \\
\alpha_{E, \delta^{-\kappa}} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

There is an associated natural transformation \( \text{next}^\kappa : \text{id}_{\mathfrak{G}\mathfrak{R}(\Delta)} \to \blacktriangleright^\kappa \)

\[
\text{next}^\kappa_{X}(E, \delta)(x) = \begin{cases} 
\ast & \text{if } \delta(\kappa) = 1 \\
X ((E, \delta)^{-\kappa})(x) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

It is easy to see that \( \blacktriangleright^\kappa \) preserves all limits, since these are given pointwise and any limit of any diagram of terminal objects is a terminal object. It does not preserve colimits, however. For example it does not preserve the initial object.

Proposition 3.14 (Properties of \( \blacktriangleright^\kappa \)) Let \( \Delta_1 \) and \( \Delta_2 \) be two clock contexts and \( f : \Delta_1 \to \Delta_2 \) a function between them. Let \( \kappa \in \Delta_1 \) be a clock. The following properties hold.

(i) Let \( X, Y \) be two objects in \( \mathfrak{G}\mathfrak{R}(\Delta_1) \) and \( \alpha : Y \times \blacktriangleright^\kappa(X) \to X \) a natural transformation. There exists a unique \( \beta : Y \to X \) such that \( \alpha \circ (\text{id}_Y, \text{next}^\kappa \circ \beta) = \beta \). We write \( \text{fix}^\kappa(\alpha) \) for this unique fixed point. Moreover, for any \( \gamma : Z \to Y \) \( \text{fix}^\kappa(\alpha) \circ \gamma = \text{fix}^\kappa(\alpha \circ \gamma \times \text{id}_Y) \) which expresses naturality of fixed points.

(ii) Clock substitution preserves \( \blacktriangleright^\kappa \), i.e. \( f^* \circ \blacktriangleright^\kappa = \blacktriangleright^{f(\kappa)} \circ f^* \), and for every \( X \in \mathfrak{G}\mathfrak{R}(\Delta_1) \), \( f^* (\text{next}^\kappa_X) = \text{next}^{f(\kappa)}_{f^*(X)} \).

(iii) Let \( \alpha : Y \times \blacktriangleright^\kappa X \to X \) be a morphism in \( \mathfrak{G}\mathfrak{R}(\Delta_1) \). From the fact that \( f^* \) preserves products on the nose and the previous item the morphism \( f^*(\alpha) \) has type \( f^*(Y) \times \blacktriangleright^{f(\kappa)} f^*(X) \to f^*(X) \) and moreover \( f^*(\text{fix}^\kappa(\alpha)) = \text{fix}^{f(\kappa)} (f^*(\alpha)) \).

Proof sketch The fixed point \( \beta \) at \( (E, \delta) \) is defined by induction on \( \delta(\kappa) \) as

\[
\beta_{E, \delta}(y) = \begin{cases} 
\alpha_{E, \delta}(y, \ast) & \text{if } \delta(\kappa) = 1 \\
\alpha_{E, \delta}(y, \delta_{E, \delta^{-\kappa}}(Y ((E, \delta)^{-\kappa})(y))) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Item (ii) is shown by simple unfolding of definitions. Item (iii) is shown by establishing that the term on the left is a fixed point of \( f^*(\alpha) \) and then using uniqueness of fixed points. \( \square \)

The facts above show that for each clock context \( \Delta \) and \( \kappa \in \Delta \), the triple \((\mathfrak{G}\mathfrak{R}(\Delta), \blacktriangleright^\kappa, \text{next}^\kappa)\) is a model of guarded recursive terms [6, Definition 6.1]. Hence
for each object \( X \in \mathfrak{DR}(\Delta) \) the slice category \( \mathfrak{DR}(\Delta)/X \) also admits a \( \triangleright^X_\kappa \) functor defined by pullback [6, Theorem 6.3]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\triangleright^X_\kappa Y \\
\downarrow \triangleright^X_\alpha \alpha \\
X
\end{array}
\xrightarrow{\text{next}^\kappa} \triangleright^X_\kappa X
\]

This comes with the associated morphism \( \text{next}^{\kappa, X} \) in \( \mathfrak{DR}(\Delta)/X \). Moreover, for \( f : \Delta \to \Delta' \) we easily conclude from Proposition 3.14 and the fact that the functor \( f^* \) preserves all limits on the nose that

\[
f^*(\triangleright^X_\kappa Y) = \triangleright_{f(\kappa)}^{f^*(X)} f^*(Y)
\]

and similarly for \( f^*(\text{next}^{\kappa, X}) \) so clock substitution behaves well also with respect to \( \triangleright^{\kappa} \) and \( \text{next}^{\kappa} \) in slices.

### 3.4 Clock quantification

For any clock context \( \Delta \) and clock \( \kappa \notin \Delta \) the inclusion function \( \iota : \Delta \to \Delta, \kappa \) gives rise to the weakening functor \( \iota^* : \mathfrak{DR}(\Delta) \to \mathfrak{DR}(\Delta, \kappa) \). Because \( \iota^* \) is defined by precomposition with \( \mathcal{I}(\iota) \) it has a right (as well as left) adjoint [13, Theorem VII.2.2]. We shall call this right adjoint \( \forall \kappa \) and in this section we provide a more explicit description of it, which will provide some more intuition behind it and its relation to coinductive types.

To understand the definition it is again useful to consider the case with two clocks from Figure 1. The object \( \forall_{\kappa_2}.X \) is a one dimensional diagram and at stage \( n \) it is the limit (in Set) of the diagram

\[
X(n,1) \leftarrow X(n,2) \leftarrow X(n,3) \leftarrow X(n,4) \leftarrow \cdots
\]

The idea is that the type \( (\forall_{\kappa_2}.X)(n) \) contains information about \( X(n,k) \) for all times \( k \). Note that in particular the one dimensional diagram which represents the state of \( X \) when the clocks \( \kappa_1 \) and \( \kappa_2 \) are identified is ignored. This is because the clock \( \kappa_2 \) is no longer free and no substitution will be able to equate it to some other clock, i.e. substitution is capture avoiding.

To define the right adjoint of the inclusion in general we need some auxiliaries.

**Lemma 3.15** Let \( \Delta \) be a clock context and \( \iota : \Delta \to \Delta, \kappa \) the inclusion. Then \( \mathcal{E}(\iota) : \mathcal{E}(\Delta, \kappa) \to \mathcal{E}(\Delta) \) has a right adjoint \( \iota^! \) defined explicitly as

\[
\iota^!(E) = E \cup \{(\kappa, \kappa)\}.
\]

In contrast the function \( \mathcal{I}(\iota) \) does not have a right adjoint, the reason being that \( \mathbb{N} \) does not have a top element. However for each \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) we can define a function \( \iota^!_n \)

\[
\begin{align*}
\iota^!_n : \mathcal{I}(\Delta, \kappa) &\to \mathcal{I}(\Delta) \\
\iota^!_n(E, \delta) &= (\iota^!(E), \delta^!_n)
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\delta^!_n(\kappa') = \begin{cases} 
\delta(\kappa') & \text{if } \kappa' \in \Delta \\
_n & \text{if } \kappa' = \kappa
\end{cases}
\]
Using the explicit description of \( \iota^* \) in Lemma 3.15 it is easy to see that \( \delta_n^1 \) preserves \( \iota^1(E) \). We record some useful properties for use below.

**Lemma 3.16** Let \( \Delta \) be a clock context, \( \kappa \not\in \Delta \) and \( \iota : \Delta \rightarrow \Delta, \kappa \) the inclusion

(i) If \( n \leq m \) and \( (E, \delta) \leq (E', \delta') \) then \( \iota_n^1(E, \delta) \leq \iota_m^1(E', \delta') \).

(ii) For any \( (E, \delta) \in \mathcal{J}(\Delta, \kappa) \) we have \( (E, \delta) \leq \iota_{\delta(\kappa)}^1(\mathcal{J}(\iota)(E, \delta)) \).

(iii) For any \( (E, \delta) \in \mathcal{J}(\Delta) \) and any \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) we have \( \mathcal{J}(\iota)(\iota_n^1(E, \delta)) = (E, \delta) \).

(iv) For any \( (E, \delta) \in \mathcal{J}(\Delta, \kappa) \) and \( \kappa' \in \Delta \), \( \delta_n^1 = \left(\delta - \kappa'\right)^1_n \).

We are now ready to describe the right adjoint \( \forall \kappa \) to \( \iota^* \). Let \( \Delta \) be a clock context, \( \kappa \) a clock not in \( \Delta \) and \( \iota : \Delta \rightarrow \Delta, \kappa \) the inclusion.

Define \( \forall \kappa : \Theta \mathfrak{R} (\Delta, \kappa) \rightarrow \Theta \mathfrak{R} (\Delta) \) on an object \( X \in \Theta \mathfrak{R} (\Delta, \kappa) \) at stage \( (E, \delta) \in \mathcal{J}(\Delta) \) by taking the limit (in Set) of the diagram of restrictions

\[
X(\iota_1^1(E, \delta)) \leftarrow X(\iota_2^1(E, \delta)) \leftarrow X(\iota_3^1(E, \delta)) \leftarrow \cdots
\]

where the arrows are \( X \)'s restrictions using Lemma 3.16. The restrictions of \( \forall \kappa(X) \) and the action of \( \forall \kappa \) on morphisms are determined purely formally from the universal properties of limits. The unit \( \eta \) of the adjunction is constructed using the universal property of the limit using Lemma 3.16.(iii) which shows that the diagram

\[
\iota^*(X)(\iota_1^1(E, \delta)) \leftarrow \iota^*(X)(\iota_2^1(E, \delta)) \leftarrow \iota^*(X)(\iota_3^1(E, \delta)) \leftarrow \cdots
\]

(2)

is a constant diagram. The counit \( \varepsilon \) is constructed with the projections of the limit together with Lemma 3.16.(ii). In more detail, \( \varepsilon^X : \iota^*(\forall \kappa(X)) \rightarrow X \) and so at stage \( (E, \delta) \) we must define a function \( \varepsilon^X_{(E, \delta)} : \iota^*(\forall \kappa(X))(E, \delta) \rightarrow X(E, \delta) \) which is a function from the limit of

\[
X(\iota_1^1(\mathcal{J}(\iota)(E, \delta))) \leftarrow X(\iota_2^1(\mathcal{J}(\iota)(E, \delta))) \leftarrow \cdots \leftarrow X\left(\iota_{\delta(\kappa)}^1(\mathcal{J}(\iota)(E, \delta))\right)
\]

to \( X(E, \delta) \). There is a projection from the limit to \( X\left(\iota_{\delta(\kappa)}^1(\mathcal{J}(\iota)(E, \delta))\right) \) and from Lemma 3.16.(ii) we have \( (E, \delta) \leq \iota_{\delta(\kappa)}^1(\mathcal{J}(\iota)(E, \delta)) \) which means there is a function

\[
X\left((E, \delta) \leq \iota_{\delta(\kappa)}^1(\mathcal{J}(\iota)(E, \delta))\right) : X\left(\iota_{\delta(\kappa)}^1(\mathcal{J}(\iota)(E, \delta))\right) \rightarrow X(E, \delta).
\]

Since the diagram is in Set we could describe the limit very explicitly as the set of compatible sequences. This is useful for checking some properties, but we omit it here due to lack of space.

Equipped with a this description of \( \forall \kappa \) we are able to show the necessary properties for interpreting the rules of the type theory.

**Proposition 3.17 (Properties of \( \forall \kappa \))** Let \( \Delta \) be a clock context and \( \kappa \in \text{CV} \) a clock not in \( \Delta \). The functor \( \forall \kappa \) satisfies
(i) The unit \( \eta \) of the adjunction \( \iota^* \dashv \forall \kappa \) is a natural isomorphism. Hence \( \iota^* \) is a full and faithful functor witnessing that \( \mathcal{GR} (\Delta) \) is a full subcategory of \( \forall \mathcal{R} (\Delta, \kappa) \).

(ii) The functor \( \forall \kappa \) preserves all coproducts, but not colimits in general.

(iii) For any object \( X \in \mathcal{GR} (\Delta, \kappa) \) the canonical morphism \( c : \forall \kappa.X \rightarrow \forall \kappa. (\iota^* X) \) defined as \( c = \forall \kappa. (\text{next}^\kappa) \) is an isomorphism.

(iv) (Beck-Chevalley condition for \( \forall \kappa \)) Let \( f : \Delta_1 \rightarrow \Delta_2 \) be a function between two clock contexts, and let \( \kappa \notin \Delta_1 \cup \Delta_2 \) be a clock. Let and \( \iota_1 : \Delta_1 \rightarrow \Delta_1, \kappa \) and \( \iota_2 : \Delta_2 \rightarrow \Delta_2, \kappa \) be the two inclusions.

For every \( X \in \mathcal{GR} (\Delta_1, \kappa) \) the presheaves \( f^* (\forall \kappa.X) \) and \( \forall \kappa. (f + \text{id}_\kappa)^* (X) \) are equal and the canonical morphism \( \forall \kappa. ((f + \text{id}_\kappa)^* (\varepsilon)) \circ \eta^f (\forall \kappa.X) \) from \( f^* (\forall \kappa.X) \) to \( \forall \kappa. (f + \text{id}_\kappa)^* (X) \) is the identity.

(v) Let \( \Delta \) be a clock context, \( \kappa' \in \Delta, \kappa \notin \Delta \) and \( X \in \mathcal{GR} (\Delta, \kappa) \) the canonical morphism \( \forall \kappa. (\iota^* \kappa' (\varepsilon)) \circ \eta : \iota^* \kappa' (\forall \kappa. X) \rightarrow \forall \kappa. \iota^* \kappa' X \) is an isomorphism.

Proof sketch

(i) Using Lemma 3.16.(iii) the object \( \forall \kappa. \iota^* (X) \) at stage \( (E, \delta) \) is the limit of the constant diagram \( (2) \). Because the diagram is connected its limit is isomorphic to \( X (E, \delta) \) by the unique mediating map, which is by definition the unit \( \eta \). The second part is a standard fact about adjoint functors [12, Theorem IV.3.1].

(ii) The reason this property holds is that coproducts are given pointwise and that in Set coproducts commute with connected limits.

(iii) The arrow \( \forall \kappa. (\text{next}^\kappa) \) at stage \( (E, \delta) \in \mathcal{J} (\Delta) \) is by definition the mediating map from the limit of

\[
X (\iota_1^1 (E, \delta)) \leftarrow X (\iota_2^1 (E, \delta)) \leftarrow X (\iota_3^1 (E, \delta)) \leftarrow \cdots
\]

to the limit of

\[
1 \leftarrow X (\iota_1^1 (E, \delta)) \leftarrow X (\iota_2^1 (E, \delta)) \leftarrow X (\iota_3^1 (E, \delta)) \leftarrow \cdots
\]

so it is an isomorphism.

(iv) The proof is somewhat technical due to the amount of notation involved, but essentially straightforward. Lemma 3.16 is used.

(v) Follows by computation and Lemma 3.16.(iv). Note that to even state it Proposition 3.14 is used to get \( \iota^* \circ \iota^* = \iota^* \circ \iota^* \) so we could apply the counit \( \varepsilon \).
\(\Theta \mathcal{R} (f) (\Theta \mathcal{R} (\nu) (\Gamma))\) is just \(\Gamma\) and by definition \(\Theta \mathcal{R} (f) (\tau)\) is the interpretation of \(\tau[\kappa'/\kappa]\), so the interpretation is consistent.

**Remark 3.18** This interpretation is standard, see e.g. Jacobs [10], but note that it is crucial that we have general clock substitution \(\Theta \mathcal{R} (f)\), for arbitrary \(f\), and this is precisely the ingredient that was missing in previous models, hence the restrictions on clock instantiation rules.

### 3.5 Universes

We follow previous work [5,16] and use Hofmann and Streicher’s construction of universes in presheaf toposes from universes in Set [9] which we now recall instantiated to our special case. We first recall what a semantic universe is.

**Definition 3.19** Let \(\mathcal{C}\) be a locally cartesian closed category with coproducts and \(\mathfrak{e}l : E \to U\) a morphism in \(\mathcal{C}\). A morphism \(f : A \to \Gamma\) is **small** with respect to \(\mathfrak{e}l\) if there is a morphism \(\overline{f} : \Gamma \to U\) such that \(f\) is appears as the pullback of \(\mathfrak{e}l\) along \(\overline{f}\). The morphism \(\overline{f}\) is called a **code** of \(f\). An object \(\Gamma\) is small if the unique map \(\Gamma \to 1\) is small.

The map \(\mathfrak{e}l\) is a **universe** if the objects 0, 1, \(\mathbb{N}\) are small and the notion of smallness is closed under composition, finite coproducts and small dependent products.

Let \(U\) be a Grothendieck universe in Set such that \(\mathbb{N} \in U\) and let \(\Delta\) be a finite set of clocks.

**Definition 3.20** The presheaf \(V^\Delta \in \Theta \mathcal{R} (\Delta)\) is defined as \(V^\Delta (E, \delta) = U^\downarrow (E, \delta)^{op}\) where \(\downarrow (E, \delta)^{op}\) is the set of elements of \(\mathcal{J} (\Delta)^{\delta}\) below \((E, \delta)\) and \(U^\downarrow (E, \delta)^{op}\) is the set of presheaves \(D\) on \(\downarrow (E, \delta)^{op}\) such that for all \((E', \delta') \leq (E, \delta)\) we have \(D(E', \delta') \in U\).

The action of \(V^\Delta\) on morphisms is by precomposition: \(V^\Delta ((E_1, \delta_1) \leq (E_2, \delta_2)) (D) = D \circ \iota\) where \(\iota\) is the inclusion of \(\downarrow (E_1, \delta_1)\) to \(\downarrow (E_2, \delta_2)\).

The presheaf of elements \(E^\Delta\) is defined as \(E^\Delta (E, \delta) = \sum_{D \in V^\Delta (E, \delta)} D(E, \delta)\) with restrictions \(E^\Delta ((E_1, \delta_1) \leq (E_2, \delta_2)) (D, x) = (D \circ \iota, D((E_1, \delta_1) \leq (E_2, \delta_2))(x))\).

The universe is the first projection \(u^\Delta : E^\Delta \to V^\Delta\) defined as \(u^\Delta (E, \delta, D, x) = D\).

Hofmann and Streicher [9] show that the universe \(u^\Delta\) is closed under the usual constructs used to model dependent type theory, provided \(U\) is. What remains is to show that they are also closed under \(\forall \kappa\) and \(\exists^\kappa\) and that they are suitably preserved by reindexing functors \(\Theta \mathcal{R} (f)\). The first two of these properties follow exactly as before [16] so we focus on the last.

The functors \(\Theta \mathcal{R} (f)\) do not in general preserve the universes. In particular the inclusion \(\iota^\Delta : \Theta \mathcal{R} (\Delta) \to \Theta \mathcal{R} (\Delta, \kappa)\) does not map \(V^\Delta\) to (an object isomorphic to) \(V^{\Delta, \kappa} \in \Theta \mathcal{R} (\Delta, \kappa)\). However **surjective** substitutions do preserve universes in the appropriate sense.

**Lemma 3.21** Let \(s : \Delta \to \Delta'\) be a surjective function between clock contexts \(\Delta\) and \(\Delta'\). There exist natural isomorphisms \(c^\Delta : s^* (V^\Delta) \to V^{\Delta'}\) and \(c^E : s^* (E^\Delta) \to E^{\Delta'}\).
such that the diagram

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\mathcal{S}^* (\mathcal{E}_{\Delta}) & \xrightarrow{c^E} & \mathcal{E}_{\Delta'} \\
\downarrow s^* (u_{\Delta}) & & \downarrow u_{\Delta'} \\
\mathcal{S}^* (\mathcal{V}_{\Delta}) & \xrightarrow{c^V} & \mathcal{V}_{\Delta'}
\end{array}
\]

commutes.

**Proof sketch** From Lemma 3.4 we have \( \mathcal{I} (s) \) injective and from Lemma 3.7 we have that \( \mathcal{I} (s) \) restricted to a function \( \downarrow (E, \delta) \rightarrow \downarrow \mathcal{I} (s) (E, \delta) \) is a bijection with an order preserving inverse given by the assignment \( u ((E, \delta), -) \).

Moreover, because the bijection is given by a restriction of a single function \( \mathcal{I} (s) \) it is natural in \( (E, \delta) \). We thus have

\[
s^* (\mathcal{V}_{\Delta}) (E, \delta) = \mathcal{V}_{\Delta'} (\mathcal{I} (s) (E, \delta)) = \cup^{\mathcal{I} (s) (E, \delta)^{op}} \mathcal{V}_{\Delta'} = \mathcal{V}_{\Delta'} (E, \delta)
\]

where the bijection \( \cup^{\mathcal{I} (s) (E, \delta)^{op}} \mathcal{V}_{\Delta'} \) is natural in \( (E, \delta) \). Thus \( s^* (\mathcal{V}_{\Delta}) \) is \( \mathcal{V}_{\Delta'} \) as presheaves in \( \mathcal{G} \mathcal{R} (\Delta') \). The map \( c^E \) is defined similarly.

**Remark 3.22** Inspection of the proof also shows why for the inclusion \( \iota : \Delta \rightarrow \Delta, \kappa \), the reindexing \( \iota^* \) does not preserve universes in this way. This is consistent with the situation as it was in Møgelberg’s previous model [16] and so following loc. cit. we add additional universes in each \( \mathcal{G} \mathcal{R} (\Delta) \).

**Definition 3.23** Let \( \Delta \) and \( \Delta' \) be clock contexts such that \( \Delta' \subseteq \Delta \). Let \( \iota : \Delta' \rightarrow \Delta \) be the inclusion. We define the universe \( (u_{\Delta}, \mathcal{E}_{\Delta}, \mathcal{U}_{\Delta}) \) as

\[
\mathcal{U}_{\Delta} = \iota^* \left( \mathcal{V}_{\Delta'} \right) \quad \mathcal{E}_{\Delta} = \iota^* (\mathcal{E}_{\Delta'}) \quad u_{\Delta} = \iota^* (u_{\Delta'}).
\]

**Theorem 3.24** The triple \( (u_{\Delta}, \mathcal{E}_{\Delta}, \mathcal{U}_{\Delta}) \) is a universe closed under dependent products, sums, \( \forall \kappa \) and \( \triangleright \kappa \).

**Proof sketch** To see that the notion of smallness is closed under dependent product and sum one uses the fact that \( \iota^* \) is an LCC functor (Theorem 3.8) and the fact that a universe is closed under dependent products if a particular generic map is small and this generic map can be constructed using only the LCC structure, hence it is preserved by \( \iota^* \). The same approach works for dependent sums. See Shulman [19] for details on how the generic maps for dependent products and sums are constructed.

Closure under \( \triangleright \) follows by first showing that the universes \( \mathcal{V}_{\Delta} \) have codes \( \triangleright^\kappa \) for \( \triangleright^\kappa \) and then deriving codes for \( \mathcal{U}_{\Delta} \) from these using Proposition 3.14. Closure under \( \forall \kappa \) is also shown first for universes \( \mathcal{V}_{\Delta} \) and then using the Beck-Chevalley condition (Proposition 3.17) for \( \mathcal{U}_{\Delta} \). See Møgelberg [16] for more details.

Finally, these additional universes are preserved by clock substitution in the appropriate way.

**Proposition 3.25** Let \( f : \Delta_1 \rightarrow \Delta_2 \) be a function between clock contexts \( \Delta_1 \) and \( \Delta_2 \). Let \( \Delta' \subseteq \Delta_1 \) be another clock context and \( (u_{\Delta_1}, \mathcal{E}_{\Delta_1}, \mathcal{U}_{\Delta_1}) \) the universe from
Definition 3.23. There exist two natural isomorphisms $c^f_E$ and $c^f_V$ such that the diagram
\[
\begin{align*}
f^*(E^\Delta_\Delta) & \xrightarrow{c^f_E} E^\Delta_{f[\Delta]} \\
(f^*(\nu^\Delta_\Delta)) & \downarrow \\
f^*(U^\Delta_\Delta) & \xrightarrow{c^f_V} U^\Delta_{f[\Delta]}
\end{align*}
\]
commutes. In particular, $f^*(U^\Delta_\Delta) \cong U^\Delta_{f[\Delta]}$.

Proof Let $\iota_1$ be the inclusion of $\Delta'$ into $\Delta_1$ and $\iota_2$ the inclusion of $f[\Delta']$ into $\Delta_2$. Let $s : \Delta' \to f[\Delta']$ be the restriction of $f$. By definition $s$ is surjective and $f \circ \iota_1 = \iota_2 \circ s$ and so $f^* \circ \iota_1^* = \iota_2^* \circ s^*$. Lemma 3.21 gives natural isomorphisms $c^V$ and $c^E$ such that the diagram on the left
\[
\begin{align*}
s^* (E^\Delta_\Delta) & \xrightarrow{c^E} E^\Delta_{f[\Delta]} \\
(s^*(\nu^\Delta_\Delta)) & \downarrow \\
s^* (V^\Delta_\Delta) & \xrightarrow{c^V} V^\Delta_{f[\Delta]}
\end{align*}
\]
commutes. Hence the diagram on the right commutes and the vertical morphisms are isomorphisms. But notice that, e.g. $\iota_2^* (s^*(V^\Delta')) = f^* (\iota_1^*(V^\Delta')) = f^* (U^\Delta_\Delta)$ and also by definition $\iota_2^* (V^\Delta_{f[\Delta']}) = U^\Delta_{f[\Delta']}$. This concludes the proof. □

4 Conclusions and future work

We have sketched (up to solving the coherence problem) that allowing clock synchronisation retains soundness by constructing a model which validates it. With regards to the coherence problem, we can certainly solve it in each $\Theta R(\Delta)$, so that substitution of terms into types and terms behaves correctly. However we also need to interpret clock substitution, which we do using the functors $\Theta R(f)$ for functions $f : \Delta_1 \to \Delta_2$ between clock contexts. And in order to validate equalities such as $[\Delta_2 \vdash f(\Gamma)] = \Theta R(f) ([\Delta_1 \vdash \Gamma])$ we would require $\Theta R(f)$ to preserve our choice of interpretation of all the constructs on the nose, but it only does so up to canonical isomorphism.

We believe this is a technical, rather than essential, problem with the particular presentation. In particular, without universes, we do have a solution to the coherence problem by replacing the categories $\Theta R(\Delta)$ by equivalent ones obtained by the Bénabou construction [4] (see also [10, Corollary 5.2.5]). This then allows us to make choices of structure that are preserved on the nose by functors interpreting clock substitution. However doing this breaks type equalities like $\mathsf{El}(\mathsf{in} t) \simeq \mathsf{El}(t)$ where in is a universe inclusion from $U^\Delta_\Delta$ to $U^\Delta_\Delta$, for instance. The types on the left and right are only interpreted as isomorphic objects, not equal.

We are working on giving computational meaning to various type isomorphisms validated by the model and required for working with coinductive types via guarded
recursive types. Removing the “freshness” requirements in clock instantiation rule considerably simplifies the syntactic theory.
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